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One of North America's largest marketers of automotive replacement tires,
TBC Corporation emerged from a joint venture in 2018 with an aggressive
organizational development strategy, launching two major leadership programs as its cornerstone. The company's president and CEO, Erik R. Olsen,
recognized the need to accelerate the “forming-storming-norming-performing”
curve that many new joint ventures experience. TBC's new talent development
framework is based on two leadership programs created in partnership with
TRI Corporation, specialists in experiential learning. Designed for TBC
employees at various stages of their career, Business Value Added (BVA) and
Business Essentials Program (BEP) both use a blended learning approach that
is experience-, relationship-, and education-based to create an interactive and
highly experiential learning environment. Differing in the learning methodologies they employ—a competitive simulation and action learning projects for
BVA and a collaborative emulation and financial projects for BEP—they
helped TBC executives translate leadership theory into practice across all of
TBC's business units.

1 | INTRODUCTION
For more than 60 years, TBC Corporation (TBC), one
of North America's largest marketers of automotive
replacement tires through a multichannel strategy, has
been a tire company ahead of the curve. Through
worldwide operations spanning wholesale, retail, franchise, and ecommerce, TBC provides customers toptier brands and automotive maintenance and repair
services with the underlying mission to exceed customer expectations. Headquartered in Palm Beach Gardens, Florida, TBC serves wholesale customers in the
United States, Canada, and Mexico through TBC
Brands, National Tire Wholesale (NTW), TBC International, and TBC de Mexico. Additionally, TBC responds
to the needs of consumers in search of total car care at
more than 720 company-operated tire and automotive
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service centers under the brands Tire Kingdom® Service Centers and NTB® Tire & Service Centers. TBC,
through a subsidiary, also owns the Big O Tires® and
Midas® franchise systems.
In January 2018, Sumitomo Corporation of Americas
and Michelin North America, Inc., entered into an agreement to form a joint venture that would own TBC. In
April 2018, the deal was closed. Simultaneously, TBC
assumed 100% ownership of TCi (excluding its commercial truck division), which specialized in the distribution
of passenger car and light truck tires, commercial truck
tire sales and service solutions, and the manufacturing of
industry-leading custom and premold truck retreads, and
began the process of merging TCi with Carroll Tire, a
leading distributor of private and major brand tires, to
form NTW. NTW is one of the largest distributors of tires
in the United States.
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Post-merger, TBC embarked on an aggressive organizational development strategy, launching two major leadership programs as the cornerstone: Business Value Added
(BVA) and Business Essentials Program (BEP). The idea
was to leverage workplace learning as a social process to
help integrate and align staff on the way forward.

2 | LEARNING INSIDE-OUT AND
OUTSIDE-IN
TBC Corporation's president & CEO, Erik R. Olsen, recognized the need to accelerate the “forming-storming-normingperforming” curve that many new joint ventures experience.
What was originally a two-year plan to integrate IT platforms,
work processes, physical facilities, materials flow, enterprise
software, customers and associates, was condensed to
9 months in order to get the new company operating at full
capacity. “We made a commitment to integrate our organizations in the most prudent and efficient way possible,” said
Olsen. “We never lost sight of that commitment.”
As shown in Exhibit 1, TBC views the talent development cycle as an integrated process that begins before a new
associate joins the company (the sourcing/recruitment stage)
and progresses through several distinct stages. Although the
cycle is graphically depicted in a neatly bounded sequence,

EXHIBIT 1

these stages occur at different times in different sequences
and with different durations for different team members.

TBC provides customers top-tier
brands and automotive maintenance and repair services with
the underlying mission to
exceed customer expectations.
TBC partnered with TRI Corporation to co-design
and co-facilitate two critical leadership programs: BVA
and BEP. BVA's purpose was to inculcate economic
profit (EP) into TBC's daily operations, while BEP was
designed to build and enhance skills around leading
self, leading others, and leading the organization. BVA
launched in November 2018 and BEP followed in
August 2019. A third program, Leadership Essentials
Program (LEP), will launch in 2020, affording TBC the
opportunity to again work closely with associates at
company-owned retail stores and distribution centers,
and with functional managers.

TBC's integrated talent development framework

Sourcing/Recruitment

Talent Management/
Succession Planning

Selection

TBC
TBC Vision/Mission
TBC Values
TBC Objectives

TBC Culture/
Work Environment

TBC Culture/
Work Environment

An integrated, value-added approach to human resource leadership
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Both BVA and BEP use a blended learning approach;
however, they differ in the core vehicles they employ to
drive learning outcomes—a competitive business simulation for BVA versus a customized collaborative emulation
for BEP. The distinction? A simulation involves a competitive team-based leadership of a hypothetical company and
industry. An emulation mimics a real company in a real
industry using real data. BEP forms the cornerstone of a
broader organizational development strategy integrating
talent acquisition, new associate orientation, leadership
and technical training, associate engagement, performance
and talent management, and succession planning, all in
service to TBC's vision, mission, and values (Exhibit 2).

EP takes into consideration
the opportunity cost of investment, also referred to as the
cost of capital, and is a critical metric to accelerate shareholder value.
With participants from both former companies in
attendance, BVA and BEP were the flagship initiatives to
establish new concepts, such as EP, and new ways of
working, such as socializing TBC's new leadership framework (Exhibit 3).
BVA and BEP emphasized experiential learning
through human interaction. Both were designed using
real-world financial and market data combined with
leadership theory and best practices, incorporating peer
coaching and interactions with senior TBC executives to
EXHIBIT 2

TBC's vision, mission, and values

socialize the learning from both an inside-out and
outside-in perspective. Inside out focuses on internal
TBC learning and best practices from TBC participants
and the company's senior leaders; outside-in looks at
external best (and worst) practices by utilizing non-TBC
faculty. Taken together, these two perspectives create a
more holistic, integrated learning process.

3 | B U S I N E S S V A L U E AD D E D
BVA's purpose was to integrate EP into TBC's daily
operations. Why the emphasis on EP as a measure of
the company's performance, versus EBITDA (earnings
before interest, tax, depreciation, and amortization)? EP
(often referred to as EVA™) aligns all decision-making
with the integration of the income statement, balance
sheet, and cash flow (i.e., all three relevant financial
statements). EBITDA is primarily focused on the
income statement alone. EP takes into consideration
the opportunity cost of investment, also referred to as
the cost of capital, and is a critical metric to accelerate
shareholder value.
Using a blended learning approach, BVA leveraged
two core-learning vehicles: a business simulation and
action learning projects. As with any blended learning
program, participants were sent pre-program materials
4 weeks before the start of BVA. These materials included
simulation readings, a review of a series of financial
equations, a self-assessment, and a draft project charter
prepared by the action learning project sponsors. The
competitive business simulation was conducted over the
course of a four-day, in-residence program. A 5-month
cycle of action learning projects, strategically identified
and championed by TBC senior executives, followed.
Next, participants presented their project conclusions
and recommendations to senior management.
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3.1 | Educational objectives
The educational objectives for BVA were comprehensive
and far-reaching:
• Create a vision, set a strategy, communicate it effectively, and drive alignment to execute on the plan.
• Possess and operationalize a deep knowledge of all
aspects of business acumen.
• Make decisions under uncertainty (limited information, time pressure, divergent opinions, etc.) from a
system's perspective.
• Develop, coach and motivate team members.
• Be a value-added business partner to all operations/
functions and deal with their interdependencies.
• Apply BVA learnings in a team environment on a TBC
strategic project.
“One of TBC's core values is to be fiscally responsible,”
Olsen explained. “In the BVA program, the executive leadership team had the opportunity to work alongside our associates to bring this value to life. It's one thing to talk about it—
it's another to deliver it on a consistent basis. We used action
learning to take economic profit from theory to reality.”
The competitive business simulation TRI Corporation
designed for TBC took place during a four-day in-residence
program. Within the simulation, TBC's BVA participants
were grouped into three teams, each of which was tasked
with running one of three competing companies in an
aggressive marketplace over a simulated two-year period.
Participants had to develop and execute on their strategy,
EXHIBIT 3

TBC's leadership framework
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making a variety of operational decisions in a dynamic
industry—often without complete information and under
tight time constraints. The flow of the four-day in-residence
portion of the BVA program is summarized in Exhibit 4.
Three BVA programs were conducted in 2018 and 2019 for
a total of 60 participants. The four-day in-residence program
included a heavy dose of financial and business content.

Participants had to develop
and execute on their strategy,
making a variety of operational decisions in a dynamic
industry—often without complete information and under
tight time constraints.
BVA content also introduced the notion that all TBC
leaders need to become “value managers.” In other
words, they have to adopt a dispassionate, value-oriented
view of corporate activities that recognizes the business
for what it is: investments in new productive capacity or
activity that earn a return above the opportunity cost of
capital. Value managers must look at the various aspects
of the business and seek out the activities that erode or
potentially trap value. They must always balance short-
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and long-term decisions in their day-to-day activity, constantly asking what they can do to:
•
•
•
•
•

increase the organization's top line,
protect price,
grow volumes,
develop marketing and advertising initiatives,
reduce turnover with proper training aligned with necessary job skills,
• improve processes and productivity,
• recognize and reward employees as appropriate, and
• conduct daily after-action reviews on key learnings
from the past.

3.2 | The simulation
In the simulation, TRI associates role-played various characters, from customers to suppliers, to make the simulation
more interactive and “real.” For example, participants could
negotiate pricing and terms, practice their influencing and
presentation skills, and strike a balance between the hard
and soft leadership skills needed to win in the marketplace.
EXHIBIT 4

Business Value Added (BVA) at a glance

Adding a note of reality into the simulation, TBC
senior executives listened to and critiqued the participants in two operational reviews, one at the end of “Year
1” and the other at the end of “Year 2.” Rather than position these executives in front of a classroom, the simulation fully integrated them into the flow of the program.

A comprehensive project
charter was due one week
before the start of BVA to
align all team members on
the scope and expected deliverables of the project.
These senior executives also served as champions for
the BVA action learning projects, so there was time set
aside on each of the first three days of the program for
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the project teams and their champions to get together to
plan the way forward. A comprehensive project charter
was due one week before the start of BVA to align all
team members on the scope and expected deliverables of
the project.
As noted in Exhibit 4, there were three main flows or
“learning branches” to the program. Content plenary sessions focused on operational finance and project management. Project sessions provided time for project team
members, their sponsors, and their champion to discuss
various elements of the project and next steps. And simulation sessions designated the timing and topics for the
various stages of the business simulation.
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4 | B U S I NES S E S S E NTI A LS
PRO GR AM
Designed for executives at the director-level and above,
TBC Corporation's BEP program builds and enhances skills
across three domains: leading self, leading others, and leading the organization. Like the core of BVA, BEP was structured to take place in-residence over four days. Content
areas spanned leadership at TBC, operational finance, conflict management, cognitive bias in decision-making, executive presence, and coaching for development (Exhibit 5).

4.1 | Educational objectives of BEP
3.3 | Action learning projects
The BVA projects were all at the enterprise level and
encompassed a wide variety of topics, including enhancing the capital expenditure process, reducing workforce
turnover, improving supply chain efficiency, balancing
high margin/low volume stock-keeping units (SKUs),
optimizing transportation management systems, creating
a continuous improvement process to provide and measure world-class customer service, enhancing the existing
culture of safety, and developing a process around information as a critical asset (including predictive and data
analytics). All required cross-functional balance, softand hard-skill applications, qualitative and quantitative
considerations, and risk management. BVA project titles
included:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Transportation Management
A Culture of Safety
Associate Turnover
Supply Chain Planning
The Value of Data
Pockets of Profit
Continuous Improvement

During the four-day in-residence portion of BVA,
each action learning project team meeting was structured
and provided with a set of required deliverables before a
team could move on to its next team meeting the following day. Teams worked on their assigned projects over
the course of the next 5 months, culminating in a boardroom presentation to TBC's senior executives.
Nine BVA projects are currently at various stages of
implementation and have three- to five-year minimum
cash flow expectations. They are expected to have an
impact on revenue, process and productivity improvements, working capital, asset management, and cost
reduction.

The educational objectives for BEP were complementary
to those of BVA:
• Gain self-awareness across a spectrum of assessments
and feedback sessions.
• Develop a working knowledge of TBC's leadership
framework.
• Build upon TBC's Values and Social Responsibility in
the communities in which the organization does
business.
• Explore critical soft skills such as coaching, conflict
management, influence and executive presence.
• Be a collaborative business partner to all operations
and functions.
• Enhance one's knowledge of operational finance.
• Create long-term growth from a responsible mindset
in meeting commitments, accountability, and prudent
risk-taking.
• Apply BEP learnings to enhance one's Individual
Development Plan (IDP).

4.2 | The emulation
BEP used a highly customized, collaborative case study,
or emulation, to drive outcomes. This experiential exercise compressed a three-year hypothetical time frame into
the four actual days of the BEP in-residence program and
employed a balanced scorecard with three major components: financial, strategic, and leadership (Exhibit 6).
Each round of the emulation represented one year of
operation. As the teams progressed through the exercise,
their actions affected scoring, with different activities
specifically targeting each of the scorecard elements. The
financial scorecard summarized the total financial performance of the company.
To develop the emulation, TRI interviewed more than
50 TBC executives and employed actual TBC financials
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Business Essentials Program (BEP) at a glance

and leadership and market challenges to create Automotive Service Corporation (ASC), a hypothetical company
that closely resembles TBC.
Because TBC had historically grown through acquisition, it developed an underlying “holding company”
mentality that drove silo-type behaviors. The BEP emulation required participants to adopt more collaborative behavior to produce synergistic financial and nonfinancial results. Participants were divided into four
teams—retail, wholesale, franchise, and supply
chain—each responsible for its own department as well
as a set of enterprise financial metrics and key performance indicators (KPIs) they needed to drive across
ASC. They were challenged by ASC's CEO with specific
targets in three enterprise-wide stretch goals: grow revenue, increase margins, and increase cash. Financial
metrics included net sales, earnings before interest and
tax, and cash. KPIs included innovation, profitable
growth, integrated people processes, and a focus on the
customer. In one of the most powerful interactive sessions of BEP, participants were asked to be prepared to
discuss a financial challenge they or their department
faced. Participants then chose four of those challenges
in plenary and collaborated on action plans to
address them.

4.3 | Leadership challenges
During the course of each hypothetical fiscal year, TBC
senior executives would interrupt teams twice to issue a
real-world leadership challenge—the third element of the
balanced scorecard—that required the team's response
within 15 minutes. Over the three fiscal years of the emulation, each team member had the opportunity to provide
a one-on-one response to the TBC executive while the
remaining team members listened to the report-out. Leadership challenges included such topics as associate engagement, diversity and inclusion, managing millennials,
associate retention, data security, trust in the organization,
sourcing new talent, giving back to the community, and
managing in the matrix. Each described an operational or
behavioral challenge that spanned the breadth of the
enterprise. As new real-world challenges emerge over time
at TBC, they can be seamlessly incorporated into the emulation to keep it current.
Here is how a typical leadership challenge unfolded:
A single individual on the team was presented with a
one-page summary of the challenge (Exhibit 7) and had
15 minutes to develop a high-level plan to address the
issue. That person could work on the challenge in isolation or with the support of other team members. This
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EXHIBIT 6
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Balanced scorecard overview

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

was not an easy decision, as the other team members
were working intensely on the other deliverables for that
fiscal year. After the 15-minute preparation, an actual
TBC executive entered the team space to role-play with
the individual. Other members of the team were
instructed to quietly observe the interaction. The leadership challenge role-play lasted 10 minutes. At its conclusion, the executive took 5 minutes to give feedback to the
role player and team.

Executives reflected on their
one-on-one role-play experience and had the discretion to
add or subtract points on elements of the strategic scorecard.

two dimensions: technical response to the leadership challenge and executive presence in delivering that response.
These ratings had an impact on the team's financial and
nonfinancial performance.
The four senior executives involved in the role-play
met after each round on leadership challenges to calibrate
and normalize their scores. Executives reflected on their
one-on-one role-play experience and had the discretion to
add or subtract points on elements of the strategic scorecard. Scores for each leadership challenge were normalized and tabulated for integration with the final round
results. The executive presence and leadership challenge
scores were averaged for the role-plays and their final
score averaged with the prior round's score. The averaging
technique facilitated the simulation of the incremental
nature of how leadership affects business performance.
The final leadership challenge score had a small impact on
the financial performance shown on the team scorecard.

4.4 | Business initiatives
There were two leadership challenges in each of the
three emulation rounds, ensuring that each team member
eventually participated in a one-on-one interaction with an
executive. The TBC executive rated each participant on

In addition to leadership challenges, each BEP emulation
required teams to act on various business initiatives, with
their decisions affecting both the financial and strategic
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Sample leadership challenge: Managing in the matrix

[Color figure can be viewed at wileyonlinelibrary.com]

sections of the balanced scorecard. Teams had to evaluate
the current state of their department scorecard, as well as
the enterprise scorecard, and select the initiatives that
would address weakness in the business. Teams also
needed to consider the budget implications for these initiatives, and to decide whether to select a business initiative in isolation or in collaboration and consultation with
the other three departments. Decision-making that
favored financial performance would likely sub-optimize
the strategic KPI performance. Conversely, favoring

initiatives that affected strategic KPIs had a potentially
negative consequence on financial performance.

4.5 | The individual development plan
Participants were also given time, both individually and
in peer groups, to reflect on their IDP and revise it. The
IDP listed two to four key short-term development goals
for the individual in agreement with their manager.
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Participants were encouraged to think of their
development across three domains: educational-based
(such as attending a seminar or obtaining a certification), relationship-based (such as doing a 360 assessment or engaging in a coaching/mentoring
relationship) and experience-based (such as working
on a specific project or taking a short-term “bubble”
assignment in another department). In one of the most
powerful interactive sessions of BEP, participants were
asked to bring with them a key financial challenge
that they and/or their department faced. Four of these
challenges were selected by the participants for a
deeper dive and brainstorm so they could collaboratively and proactively create an action plan to address
those real business challenges. Each participant then
carried forward their financial challenge post-program,
utilizing the same template and rigor demonstrated
during the plenary.

Several participants have
requested follow-up sessions
with their teams to spread the
word on operational finance,
conflict management, and
coaching for development.
In addition, the peer coaching and reflection time
that TBC built into the BEP program afforded participants, who are in high-speed mode all day every day, permission and space to think, reflect, discuss, and create—
an opportunity they greatly valued.

5 | T H E BE N E F I T S OF A B L E N D E D
A PP R O A C H
Both BVA and BEP use an action research methodology
to continuously improve each subsequent offering. Feedback gleaned from both the participants and the TBC
senior
executives
provided
the
ammunition
for improvements. Both programs benefited from a
blended learning approach that included pre-program
readings and team preparation, in-residence methods
with a focus on experiential learning and praxis, and
interactions with senior leaders in both a business
and social setting. With both programs, the learning
extended well beyond the in-residence portion—in some
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cases a year beyond if members of an action learning
team stayed associated with their particular project.
The combined benefits of BVA and BEP to TBC Corporation have been clear:
• The leadership culture is more consistent and robust,
with a well-trained pool of high-performing executives
to lead the company into the future.
• Leaders are aligned around a shared vision, mission,
and set of values.
• A “leader as coach” mentality spans the organization.
• Effective cross-functional, cross-business relationships
have blossomed.
• Associates' financial and business acumen has been
strengthened.
• There is a greater understanding of and alignment
with the broader corporation.
BVA paved the way for improvement in financial and
business acumen. Participants in the simulation also
reported the positive nature of the cross-department networking they experienced. Perhaps most important, BVA
participants worked on a strategic, real-world project
over 5 months post-program to apply both the financial
and leadership skills learned during the four-day inresidence portion of BVA.
Likewise, BEP also delivered several key learnings.
First, each participant, working with their immediate
manager, identified a strategic financial challenge that
they have continued to work on post-program. Other key
insights and learnings varied by participant, with most of
them identifying “collaboration” as a core skill experienced through the emulation that they have taken back
to their day jobs. Related to this, as with BVA, was the
value of networking and meeting associates from across
TBC Corporation and, in the process, realizing that they
shared some of the same issues and challenges. Another
key takeaway noted by the participants was their learning more about executive presence and how to deliver a
powerful presentation. Lastly, several participants have
requested follow-up sessions with their teams to spread
the word on operational finance, conflict management,
and coaching for development.
The next step in the leadership development process at
TBC is to design and deliver the Leadership Essentials Program (LEP), which is scheduled to launch in 2020. The
audience for this program will be people leaders below the
director level, including retail store managers, distribution
center managers, and functional managers. TBC will adhere
to its mantra that leadership development is a process, not
an event—a process that can create distinct competitive
advantage when applied comprehensively and without
boundaries across the global enterprise.
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